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Attention and memory cues in concept learning as a
function of task complexity and age*
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The effects of attention and memory cues on concept learning performance were investigated as a function of task
complexity and grade level of Ss. It was found that: (1) the attention and rnemory cues were closely interrelated in
their effects upon performance with both significantly improving performance at all but the lowest levels of
complexity; (2) both types of cues considerably lessened the effect of stimulus cornplexity upon performance; and
(3) the attention cue elicited the best performance from Ss in the first through ninth grades, while the memory cue
elicited the best performance from 4-year-old and kindergarten Ss.

Attention and memory have been stressed as processes
underlying some of the basic changes which occur within
cognitive development. The importance of attentional
factors in children's learning is pointed out by recent
studies of Zeaman and House (1963), Suchman and
Trabasso (1966), and also by work with the orienting
response (Sokolov, 1963; Zaporozhets, 1960). The role
of memory functions in cognitive growth is stressed by
Bruner (1964) with his considerations of changing
operational memory systems within the child and by
Wohlwill (1962) who emphasizes decreasing dependence
on information within the immediate stimulus field as a
function of age. A major purpose of the present study
was to explore the influence of attention and memory
cues on cognitive performance with Ss from preschool
through junior high school age.

In concept identification research, specific
experimental manipulations have been operationally
linked with the processes of attention and memory.
Techniques to establish cue or dimensional preferences
through pretesting, pretraining, or the use of
emphasizers within the task have been connected with
attentional requirements of conceptual tasks. These
manipulations have been found to both improve and
hinder performance, depending on whether the emphasis
has been placed on the saliency of the relevant or the
irrelevant dimensions of the task (Rasmussen & Archer,
1961; Archer, 1962; Trabasso, 1963; Suchman &
T rabasso, 1966; Stephens, 1968). Past stimulus
availability has been associated with the memory
requirements of concept identification tasks and has
been found to improve performance for fourth-grade
through college Ss (Cahill & Hovland, 1960; Bourne,
Goldstein, & Link, 1964; Pishkin & Wolfgang, 1965;
Pishkin, Wolfgang, & Rasmussen, 1967).

These manipulations associated with attention and
memory processes have generally been studied

*Thanks aregiven to the staffand students of Casady School,
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separately. In order to obtain a clearer picture of the
effects of these manipulations upon performance, they
were compared over severallevels of task complexity as
well as with several age groups in the present study.

The attention and memory cues used in this
experiment followed manipulations that have been
utilized in other concept learning experiments. The
memory aid used was the presence of a specific past
correct instance within each sorting category as used by
Pishkin and Wolfgang (1965) and Pishkin, Wolfgang, and
Rasmussen (1967). The attention cue followed that used
in the rule learning task of Haygood and Bourne (I965)
in which S's attention was focused on the levels of the
relevant dimension by visual presentation of these
stimulus attributes to the S prior to and during the task.
A condition in which no cues were availablewas used to
provide a control condition comparable to the typical
concept learning situation.

METHOD

Subjects

The Ss for the study were 180 males from the 4-year-old
preschool through the ninth-grade c1asses at the Casady School
in OkJahoma City, Oklahoma, The Ss were divided into four
grade-level groups: the first group consisted of 45 students from
the preschool (4year-olds) and kindergarten classes (Group P);
the second group was composed of 45 students from Grades 1,
2, and 3 (Group 2); the third group consisted of 45 students
from Grades 4, 5, and 6 (Group 5); and the fourth group was
composed of students from Grades 7, 8, and 9 (Group 8). With
the restriction that an equal number of Ssfrom each grade level
be assigned to each corn plexity and cue availability condition,
the Sswere randomly assigned to the design cells with 5 Ss per
cell.

Design

This was a 4 by 3 by 3 factorial design. Thevariables were:
the four grade-level groups, three conditions of cue availability,
and three levels of stimulus complexity within each grade group.
In addition, two problems were used to aid in minimizmg the
effect of spread of information arnong the Ss, Thethree
conditions of cue availability were: (1) last specific correct
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Table 1
Stimulus Complexity Levels Within Eaeh Grade Level

Pooled Complexity Level*

Grade Level Low Middle High

Preschool-Kindergarten 1 2 3
Grades 1, 2, and 3 2 3 4
Grades 4, 5, and 6 3 4 5
Grades 7, 8, and 9 4 5 6

Median Complexity 2.5 3.5 4.5

*Number of irrelevant dimensions.

instances left exposed within eaeh category (memory aid
condition); (2) the levels of the relevant dimension shown to S
and left exposed throughout the task (attention eue condition);
and (3) no cues available for S (no eues condition). Within eaeh
grade-level group, problems of three stimulus eomplexity levels,
labeled low, middle, and high, were presented. Because of the
grade range within eaeh group and the trends of improvement in
coneept learning with age (e.g., Osler & Kofsky, 1965), the
speeifie stimulus complexity levels were not identieal for the
grade groups but were overlapped in order to provide a range of
problem difficulty in keeping with the S's age-related attributes.
Table 1 shows how the specific stimulus complexity levels varied
with grade grouping. The two problems used were shape as the
relevant dimension and color as the relevant dimension; two or
three Ss within each design cell worked on each problem type.

Procedure

S's task was to sort geometrie patterns on white 3 x 5 in. cards
into two slots of a wood sorting tray placed in front of hirn. A
separate deck of 96 cards was used for each stimulus complexity
level. The cards within each deck were arranged in a random
order, with the restrietion that the same pattern could not
immediately follow itself. All the stimulus dimensions were
binary. The relevant dimension was shape (square and triangle)
for one-half of the Ss and color (red and blue) for the other half
of the Ss. The other five dimensions, added progressively as the
complexity level increased, were: size (2.5 cm and 1.25 cm in
vertieal height), number (one or two patterns on the card),
horizontal position (pattern on the left or right side of the card
with the center of the pattern being 3.75 cm from the
corresponding edge), vertical position (pattern on the top or
bottom of the card with the center of the pattern being '2.5 cm
from the corresponding edge), and orientation (pattern tilted or
in its normal position-in the tilted position the squares were
rota ted 45 deg, thus appearing as diamonds, and the triangles
were rotated 180 deg, thus appearing as inverted triangles).

The Ss sat at a table opposite E with the two-slot card-sorting
tray in front of S. A card file containing the deck of cards was
next to the tray. The Ss were told thattheir task was to sort the
cards into the two slots and the E would inform them whether
they were right or wrong after each choiee. The Ss were further
instructed that when they were wrong, they were to place the
card in the correct slot before continuing. Ss in the no cues
condition were told to place the cards face down (pattern not
showing) in the correct slot. Ss in the memory aid condition
were told to place the cards face up in the correct slot; each new
card placed in the slots covered the past cards so that only one
past correct instance was visible within each category. In the
attention cue condition, the Ss were instructed to place the cards
face down in the correct slot; in addition, at the end of their
instructions, these Ss were shown cards depicting the levels of
the relevant dimension (for shape relevant, cards with a black
outline of a square and a black outline of a triangle were
presented; for color relevant, cards covered with red and blue
construction paper were presented). The attention cue Ss were

infonned only that this was one of the ways in which the cards
they would see would differ from each other. No verbal labels
were given to these cards by E. The Ss pe.Iormed on the task
until they had made 16 consecutive correct responses or for a
total of 96 trials. Ss worked on the task at their own pace.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dependent variable was the number of errors
made prior to criterion, Due to the presence of
heterogeneity of variance (HartIey Fm a x test) produced
by the positive skewness of error score distributions
within a number of cells, a log (x + 1) transformation of
the error scores was made (Winer, 1962, p. 221). This
transformation was effective in removing the
heterogeneity of variance. All subsequent analyses are
based on these log error scores.

In order to determine whether the problem type (i.e.,
shape relevant or color relevant) was a significant source
of variance, t tests were performed on the log error
scores ofthe two problems within each grade group. The
t-test results were: Group P, t > 0.22, df:: 43; Group 2, t
:: 0.79, df:: 43; Group 5, t > 0.11, df:: 43; and Group 8,
t :: 0.63, df :: 43. Since none of the ts approached
significance, in all subsequent analyses the two problems
were pooled.

A repeated measures analysis of variance on blocks of
12 trials was performed. All of the main effects and
several of the interactions were significant.

Even with the increasing complexity accompanying
the increase in grade levels (see Table 1), the mean log
errors decreased significantly with increasing age (F ::
3.61, df:: 3/144, p< .025). This trend was linear and
the slope reliably different from zero, as shown by a
significant linear component (F :: 9.86, df :: 1/144,
r < .01). Application of the Tukey test, Type B (Wirrer,
1962, p. 87) indicated that all comparisons between the
groups were significant at p < .01, with the exception of
Groups 2 and 5 which were not significantIy different.
The increasing efficiency of performance with S's
increased grade level supports other work showing
improvement in conceptual abilities with age (e.g., Osler
& Kofsky, 1965). However, this result also indicates that
problem difficulty was not equated among the age
groups, even with the overlapping used in the present
study, and thus prevents exact comparisons among the
age groups.

The main effect of complexity was significant (F ::
5.76, df :: 2/144,p < .01) with mean log errors
increasing with the complexity levels; this trend was
linear. Subsequent testing (Tukey test, Type B) showed
that all three levels of complexity were significantly
different from each other at p < .01. This effect follows
the generally found trends of stimulus complexity
(Archer, Bourne, & Brown, 1955; Pishkin, 1960). The
cue availability main effect was also significant (F ::
7.84, df:: 2/144, p< .01), with the error rate being
reliably reduced by the introduction of the memory aid
(x :: 2.28) at the .01 level (Tukey test, Type B). The
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Fig, 2. Mean log errors for the three eue availability conditions
as a funetion of grade level (Group P = preschool and
kindergarten; Group 2 = Grades 1,2, and 3; Group 5 = Grades,
4, 5, and 6; and Group 8 = Grades 7, 8, and 9).
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relevant stimulus dimension, while the memory aid
contains both relevant and irrelevant stimulus
information. While the results indicate that the
information provided by both types of cues is effective
in improving performance, only for higher stimulus
complexity levels does the noneonfounded (i.e., only
relevant stimulus information, not relevant and
irrelevant stimuli information) attention eue provide an
advantage for the S.

The Grade by Cue Availability interaction was not
signifieant (F = .87, df = 6/144, n< .10); however, a
major interest of this study was the effectiveness of the
cue eonditions for the different grade levels. To
minimize the possibility that Type I errars would occur,
the differenees between the eue availability means for
eaeh group were tested by the Tukey test, Type B
(Petrinovieh & Hardyek, 1969). These means are shown
in Fig. 2. For Group P, all three cue availability
eonditions produeed significantly different means, with
the memory aid elieiting a superior performance level
compared to both the attention cue and no cues
eonditions (p<.O 1); the attention eue produeed
signifieantly fewer errors than did the no eues (p < .05).
For Group 2, the attention eue demonstrated the best
performance eompared to both the no cues (p < .01)
and the memory aid conditions (p< .05); no reliable
differences oecurred between the no eues and memory
aid groups. While both the memory aid and attention
eue produeed better performance than the no cues
(p < .01) for Group 5, with the best performance
oecurring with the attention cue, the differences
between the memory aid and attention cue were not
signifieant. For Group 8, the attention eue eondition
resulted in better performance than the no cues
condition (p < .01); however, the differences between
the no eues and memory aid and the memory aid and
attention eue were not signifieant. In terms of this
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Fig. 1. Mean log errors for the three eue availability eonditions
as a funetion of pooled eomplexity level.
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overall diffcrence between the memory aid and the
attention cue was not significant.

Due to the presence of a significant Complexity by
Cue Availability interaction (F = 2.57, df = 4/144,
p< .05), shown in Fig. 1, simple effects analyses ot
variance were performed on these two variables. Cue
availability was not a significant source of varianeo at the
low complexity level. For the middle complexity level,
no cues elicited significantly poorer performance than
the memory aid and the attention cue (middle
eomplexity, F = 6.44, df= 2/144, p < .005 and Tukey's
B test at n< .01 for no eue-memory aid and no
eue-attention cue differences); the differenee between
the memory aid and attention eue was not signifieant.
At the high complexity level, all three cue availability
eonditions were signifieantly different from eaeh other,
with the most inefficient performance oeeurring in the
no cues eondition and the best performance oceurring
with the attention cue (high eomplexity, F = 6.48, df=
2/144, n< .005, Tukey's B test at r < .05 for the
memory aid-attention eue differenee).

The simple effects analysis of variance on eomplexity
indicated that complexity was a significant variable only
for the no cues condition (F = 8.86, df = 2/144,
p< .005). For the memory aid and attention eue,
eomplexity was not a significant souree of variation (Fs
= 1.64 and 0.28, df= 2/144), although with the memory
aid the increase in errors from the middle to high
eomp1exity levels was signifieant (Tukey's B test at
p< .01). Thus, it is c1ear that the memory aid and
attention cue conditions have the effect of reducing
problem diffieulty. To understand these differenees, it
might be helpful to examine the types of information
eontained in the cue availability conditions. The
memory aid provides S with immediate stimulus field
information and the strict association between the
stimulus and correet response eategory whieh the
attention cue does not provide. The attention cue, on
the other hand, contains only information related to the
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analysis, the memory aid produced superior performance
for Group P; the other groups learned better in the
attention cue condition. The difference between the
memory aid and attention cue was significant only for
the two lower grade-level groups, Group P and Group 2
(P< .01 and p < .05, respectively). These results,
however, can only be termed as suggestive and in need of
further replication because ofthe overall nonsignificance
of the Grade by Cue Availability interaction and the
significant grade main effect indicating that the
complexity levels were not psychologically equivalent
for the grade groups. The tentative result indicating the
superiority of the memory aid for the preschool Ss
supports recent theorizing in cognitive development. For
example, Bruner (1964) and Wohlwill (1962) have
emphasized the role of the perceptual qualities of, and
dependence on, the immediate stimulus field in
cognition of the young child. The memory aid does, in
fact, provide immediate stimulus information to the S
which the attention cue does not.

The main effect of blocks (based on units of 12
successive trials) was highly reliable as expected with
mean log errors decreasing as a function of trials (F =
130.33, df = 7/1008, p< .001). The largest decrease in
mean log errors occurred between the first and second
blocks, with the decrease then becoming more gradual.
This change in rate of error decrease is reflected in the
significance of the linear, quadratic, and cubic
components of this main effect.

The significant Blocks by Grade interaction (F =1.79,
df = 21/1008, n< .025) indicates that the decrease in
error rate across trials was progressively more rapid with
increased grade level. This differential rate of error
decrease is also reflected in the significant quadratic
component of the trend. The Blocks by Cue Availability
interaction (F = 3.05, df = 14/1008, p< .01) showed
that the attention cue, while producing a significantly
lower error rate on overall performance, also elicited
improved performance, compared to the no cues and
attention cue, on the first block. However, the memory
aid produced performance levels similar to the no cues
on the first block, then rapidly improved performance
(reaching the attention cue level) by the second block.

It is clear that the Ss of all age groups studied in this
experiment were able to utilize effectively the attention
aid and memory cue to facilitate their performance. The
influence of both types of cues (memory aid and
attention cue) was to improve performance significantly,
compared to a condition of no cues available, at all but
the lowest levels of complexity. The differential
effectiveness of these cues was significant: (1) in the
early stages of performance (with attention cue eliciting
better performance than memory aid); (2) at the highest
complexity levels (with attention cue eliciting better
performance than memory aid); and (3) for the youngest
group of Ss (for the preschool Ss, memory aid elicited
significantly better performance than attention cue; for
the older Ss, attention cue produced better performance
than memory aid, although the attention cue-memory

aid difference was not significant for the two oldest
groups).
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